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* GEORGE W. SANDER
*

GEOPHYSICIST

174 DOUGLAS AVE. N. 
OAKVILLE. ONTARIO 
PHONE VICTOR 4-6345

A combined .-lectioiuabnetic and iia^ne tome ter survey 
wee conducted on the property of Christie Lake Mines Ltd. 
during tt ay l^'/- 'i'ne property consists of 32 claims. 
The i'ilectroma&netic survey covered 1^ of these claims and 
the Magnetometer survey, 10 claims.

The topography oi the area is typically Precambrian. 
Approximately one-quarter oi the area is covered by swampy 
overburden which does not appear to be very deep. The re 
mainder consists oi exposed rock with very little over 
burden, idif erences in elevation amount to not more than 
two hundred feet. However, they occur occasionally on quite 
steep dills. The area ie partly open, partly covered by 
liht butih.

The g,eolOtHy oi the area ie described in Paper 50-29, 
oi the "Geoloblcal Purvey of Canada" i Perth Map-Area, Lenark 
and Leyas Counties, Ontario by J. Du&as.

The area oi investigation lies on the boundary between 
the Canadian shield and the Ottav.a-bt. Lawrence Lowland. The 
majority of the survey area IB underlain by Precambrian in 
trusive rocke such ac granite and diorite. These Precambrian 
intruuivet; are aiviaca from iSiyi.utitic rocks to the east 
by the Christie Lake i'ault. The north shore of Christie 
Lake i ac v.ell ae, the islands* consists of crystalline lime 
stone of the Grenville Series.

HJhPU.-L 01 JH,- ; , UlxVi,^';

An interesting radio-active showing is known to occur
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 ofllthe north shore oi Christie Lake within the area of 
Christie Lake toines Ltd.. The uranium mineral t brannerite 
is found in the contact zone between pegmatitic intruslves 
and crystalline liiueetones. Two occurances of magnetite are 
known on the property of which one carries sulphides* Assays 
oi the sulphides indicate copper, nickel and other metals* 
it was the purpose oi the Electromagnetic survey to prospect 
i or turther occurances ol sulphides on the property, and to 
investigate the extend oi the known sulphide mine raliaat ion. 
The Magnetometer survey was conducted to investigate the siae 
of the magnetite showing ana to prospect for additional oc 
curances of magnetite. bine e there is a close relation 
between the mineralization of magnetite and of sulphides, 
such survey could be expected to be helpful in the detection 
of sulphide mineralization. Magnetometer surveys outline 
the presence and structure of certain types of igneous rocks. 
The structural Information gained from the Magnetometer 
survey can be expected to be of help in the exploration of 
the radio-active showing,

The j&lectromagnetic survey wus conducted with a Sharpe 
Se-100 K&i instrument usin^ a frequency of 1000 cycles per 
second, lower lines are quite frequent in the surrey area 
and some aiiiiculty was encountered in the immediate vicinity 
Of such lines.

The Magnetic survey was conducted with a Sharpe A-2 
magnetometer. Corrections were gained from frequent checks 
on base stations along the base lines.

Lines were turned off at a distance of three hundred 
feet from each other from a base line which followed the 
direction oi the Concession Lines.



A separate map is submitted lor the Electromagnetic 
and fcafe^netometer survey. 

Ete Survey i

The Jiilectromasnetic survey was extended over a por 
tion of Christie Lake, but this survey on the lake will be 
discussed separately. On the land survey, some difficulty 
was introduced by the rapid changes in elevation* the fre 
quent swamps and the presence of electrical power linjje. 
Small irregularities in the electromagnetic field, caused 
by these disturbances, cannot be considered of significance* 
Where some doubt existed, lines with different instrument 
arrangements were taken to evaluate the irregularities,

A very weak electromagnetic anomaly was indicated on 
the south end of Line 36 and 29 West* This indication 
coincides with the ina&netite showing carrying sulphides* It 
is considered to be ci sufficient significance to bf investi 
gated by drilling. The conducting body appears to be flat- 
lying and to occupy an area shown on the map. One vertical 
drill-hole is su&^ested to explore this anomaly. Further ex 
ploration should depend on the result of this drill-hole.

The survey of the lake was conducted by setting up the 
transmitter on the shore or on the islands and moving; the 
receiving unit by boat. The Geophysical survey can be eon- 
ducted in this mannex as accurately as on the land, with the 
exception that the location of the receiving stations is not 
as well defined as on the land and cannot be re-established 
as easily. Should anomalies which are found in this manner 
be drilled from the ice, it is advisable to repeat a few 
lines in the vicinity of the contemplated drill location 
in order to determine the exact location of the anomaly.
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.{ ^ An electromagnetic anomaly of considerable length was 
found to follow the north shore of Christie Lake* At certain 
locations, as on Line 33 West and Line 51 West. the width 
oi' the anomaly appears to be in the order of two hundred or 
three hunured feet. At other locations, as in the vicinity 
of Line 24 Weot, the anomaly appears to be of* considerable 
strength. However, the width is entirely undetermined, 
Similar anomalies have often been found under lakes and swamps, 
especially in the area of sedimentation of rivers* In such 
cases, the electromagnetic anomalies are caused by overburden 
material which is electrically conducting through its wetness 
and through a hi^h content of inetal ions. Such high con 
ductivity i e usually found in clay beds. The area of the 
electromagnetic anomaly on Christie Lake coincide f with the 
course of the Tay river through the lake. It should be noticed 
that the electromagnetic anomalies are strongest in the vi 
cinities of LineB 27 fciest and 24 laest where there is a gap 
between the islands and probably a larger area of sedimentation*

There are, however, certain facts which appear to con 
tradict the interpretation of the anomaly as being caused by 
a channel of the Tay river. Kecent sedimentation in the area 
appears to be more oi sandy nature than to consist of clays 
and there is some doubt as to whether there is much over 
burden in the area of the electromagnetic anomaly. Bandy 
overburden is not electrically conducting as a rule. The 
only exception would be such cases in which the water within 
the eanu contains a high amount of metal ions, such as sul 
phides. iilnce a sulphide showing is known to occur on the 
north shore 01 the lake, this possibility should not be 
excluded. In such cuee, the electromagnetic anomalies would 
indicate the presence of sulphides in the general area* 
However, their location would not form necessarily, the best 
target for drilling.

the electromagnetic anomaly cannot be fully ex-



plained at the present time, it is recommended to do a 
Magnetometer survey on the ice, in order to investigate the area 
further, Sulphide mineralization occurs frequently assoc 
iated with magnetite or in the vicinity of basic rocks which 
are sufficiently magnetic to serve as a guide to the struc 
ture. Depending on the results of the Magnetometer survey, 
the electromagnetic anomaly should be re-evaluated,

Magnetometer Survey i , ;
' ' "\ \,

' ' , - '" ' s ' V

Several anomalies- are indicated on the Magnetometer 
survey, Some trenue of anomalies are designated by letters 
in order to facilitate the discussion* Zone "A" extends 
from the sulphide chowing to the west. At least the eastern 
portion of this anomaly is definitely associated with the 
magnetite in the showing. A strong local anomaly is Also 
shown in the immediate vicinity of a magnetite pit on the 
north shore of Christie Lake, The diamond drill hole which 
was located on the basis of the electromagnetic data does 
not fall into the central part of the magnetometer anomaly* 
Zone "B" appears to be of inter*st because of its vicinity 
to Zone " " and of its general direction, towards th0 area 
of radio-active mineralization. There are sufficient out*- 
crops in the area that the zone can be investigated on the 
fiuriace. ^one "C" occurs in the most eastern portion of 
the survey area* A showing of magnetite is known to occur 
within the area of this anomaly t 1'he magnetic anomaly 
indicates the extend of the area of magnetite mineralization* 
Trace t, of nickel were found to be associated with the 
magnetite. One drill-hole is recommended to investigate 
the mineralization, further exploration would have to de 
pend on the results of the hole.

The gradual decrease in magnetic intensity of Zone 
"C" to the south-east indicates probably an increase in 
depth of the magnetite occurance.
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Some extension of the Magnetometer survey to the east 
would, be aaviBable in order to outline the anomaly in this 
direction, nn aerial magnetic anomaly of 200 gammas is 
indicated in the general area oi' Zone "C", but, it does not 
give much detail.

A great number of magnetic anomalies are shown on the 
map. The majority of these anomalies appears to be caused 
by intrusives of quartzdiorite or syenite* Such intermediate 
intrusive rocks appear to be quite magnetic in this area. 
A relatively lar^e amictic anomaly occurs in the north por 
tion of Claim 21^91. This anomaly suggests an intrusive dip 
ping to the south-east and might be of some relation to the 
mineralization found to the south and south-east of it. It 
is recommended to investigate all magnetic anomalies as to 
whether they are caused by intrusive rocks rich in magnetite 
or by magnetite mineralization. -Enough rock is exposed to 
conduct euch investigation on the suriace.

SUM AH i':

A combined Electromagnetic and Magnetic survey was con 
ducted on a portion of the property of Christie Lake Mines Ltd, 
Several ehov-ln&s of uranium, magnetite and sulphide mineral 
ization are known to occur in the area of the survey. A 
weak electromagnetic anomaly was found to correspond to a 
known sulphide ehov,lng. It is recommended to investigate 
thie anomaly by drilling. A considerable electromagnetic 
anomaly was found by an extension of the survey over Christie 
Lake. There must bc much suspicion that this anomaly is 
caused by a channel of the Tay river. However, further 
investigation ic recoiomended in order to determine, without 
doubt, the cause of the anomaly. It is recommended to extend 
the fria&netoiaetei survey ovtr the area of the anomaly during 
winter, iurther exploration should be governed by the results 
of this survey. The Mabnetometer survey indicated two zones



^raich correBponct to known magnetite and sulphide showings. 
Base metal values or traces were iound in both showings. 
further investigation 01 the magnetic anomalies connected 
with the showings is recommended. The cause of the other 
magnetic anomalies should be investigated by surface pros 
pecting.

KeBpectiully submitted t

GV,SXbm

W, ̂ i

George w. Vander, Ph.D.
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rfir Counter fiiiytxii

of Christie Lake

The holdings of Christie Lake Mines Limited at Christie Lake 

consist of ^2 f)0 s ere non-patented mining c la IBS in a solid blook to to 1*1^ 

1600 acre*. These claiias comprise all of Lots \6 to 19 inclusive of Coioet- 

tions 111 and IV of South Sherbrooke Township in the Pattern Ontario Mining 

Division* They are numbered LO-21971 to 1,0-22002 inclusive.

Ten of these claiias lay partially or entirely within the boundaries 

of Christie Lake. Dr. u. H. aorra&n on visiting the property proposed that a 

geiger counter survey be conducted along the shore of the lake and the b or let* 

of the islands in the lake.

The writer was er^loyed by Christie Lake Mines Limited during 

the period extending froi , 1957 to May 18th, 1957. luring this 

interval several exploratory trips using a waterproof probe type of e^^f 

c /inter, were carried on around the shore and the islands of Christie Lace.

The first geiger survey on the lake was carried out by Dr. J.'f. 

lonmn on t. v -:\ 2fth and 2flth. lie was accompanied by Hr.J.Oregor, M.i'oUk, 

and R.fladlon,directors of the Company. Their efforts were mainly concentrated 

alons the weet shore of Long leland in Christie Lake. A very strong readi^ 

was observed on UT? geiger counter at a point !30 feet from the west shore rf 

the island and in about JO feet of water. The exact tpot wit located by taking 

bearinge on a white birch tree on the island and the drill set up on the Main 

land. This anomaly has been plotted on the area nap at the Company's fiel**

office.

On the woek-end of May Jrd.Hh and 5th an exteneive e*ig*r *ur- 

vey was carried on around the shore of Christie Lake, The writer was accompanied 

by w. Oormn and Kr.B.Sypal, ii.Rt.dlon, Ji.Hat.tfa in this survey. Oeveml very 

interesting t^dioactive Rnoraaie0 were discovered along the lake thore an(*. 

round the islands.



y|ka Qaietr Oountar Survar (coni* d^

On* looation wore a fairly high roading waa obtainad was located 

off tha point where several sunaer cottages a r* located. Tait araa is t* t,h* a 

aaitarn portion of olaim E0-21997 . A raading of 15,000 count* par atoond or 

600 t la* t normal background was observed over an araa of 10 faat by 50 feat. 

The emot looation wae about' 50 faat off ahoro and in about 20 ft*t of m ter. 

This anonaly was named tha "Johnny Shoving* and t*e baan marked on ths basa 

nap a* euah*

Anothor radioactive anonaly was found dirsotly offshore from woara 

the drill waa sat up to drill hola "AS This anomly *a loaatod approxiamtaly 

20 faat off ahora and in about 20 faat of t*tar* Readings of 300 to 900 counts 

par saeond or 6 to 20 Unas noraal baolcground wars obsarvod orar a snail t r"?'i 

This anomaly )ma bean designated tha "Bob Showing" and tea been narked on ti* 

baaa nap aa auoh*

Dkring tha mne week-end another anonaly was dlaoovered diraotly 

off shore from the witness posts for olaias E0-2l9^o and R0-2lp6d. Tha a- 

noaaly was detected about 50 feet from tha shore and in a dapthof 50 feat c,r 

water* Rea dinga of 100 to 450 counts per second or 4 to 18 times noraal bad:* 

ground were obtained over a considerable araa* This anomly waa daaignatej 

tha 'Harry Showing" and waa narked on tha basa nap as such*

A check survey vat s nado on tha anomaly discovered by Or* Qoraan and 

his party the weak before. Tha geiger counter read 790 counts par eaoo*u er 

50 tines nore*l background over an araa of 10 faat by 50 feet* A reading of 

190 to 200 counts per atoond Or 6 to 8 tines noraal background was obtained 

over a considerable area. This anonaly waa deaignatad tha "Audi Showing* and 

waa corked on the baae nap aa auoh*

On exploring the other side of Long Island another anonaly was dis 

covered. This anomaly occurred about 90 feet off the southern tip of tha la- 

land and in about 25 foet of mtor* Hare a reading of 900 counts par aaoond
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Oolger oounter Surfoy

020 times nonaal background m* obtained over an aroa of 10 foot by 19 foott 

Roadinge of 75 to 150 counts por oooond or 5 to 6 times noroal background wero 

obtained ovor a large area.* Thio anooaly was dooignated tho "Nike Show*^* and 

WAO narked on tho base nap ae suoh*

A *mlier anooaly me diooovorod 500 foot SE of Round loland. Jtore 

roadinge of 150 counts per eeoond or 6 tine* noraal background wero obtained 

over a em 11 area*

The conclusion reached by the Dirootoro of tho Company and tho ideolo 

gists preoont me that a diving operation bo oarriod on to explore the botbo* 

Of tho lake and locate tho aaomliao more accurately.

Therefor* oa the noxt weak-end May 10th, lith, and 12th diving 

operation* wero oarriod oa at the two larger ohowingo*tho "Johnny" and tho 

"Rudi" showings. Mr. D* Bypal and Mr* J* Orogor, Dirootoro of the Ooapany 

did all the diving. Tho writer along with Mr* M.Polak, R.aadlon, and F.3ar- 

mn assisted them*

On May 10th and lith, diving operations took place at the *Rudl 

Showing" off tto shore of Long loland* During tho operation a reading of 

25,000 counts per second or 1,000 tines background wao oboorvod over an area 

of 10 feet by JO feet on the geiger counter* Thio anomly Ma* accurately lo 

cated and plotted on the base oap*

On May 12th the diving oporation wao oarriod on at the "Johnny 

Showingt Although ooveral snail anoaalioo of 200 counts per second or t tin** 
norm! background wero roeordod tho previously recorded high reading wao not

located. Further diving at this looation io planned for tho future.

A.33&3MENT WORK

For tho purpose* of aoeooaont tho following times can bo 

by tho ooapany *s oxploration work dono on tho property)



(toiler CcMnVcr Survey feont'd)

&TE

April 2?

April aa
May 3

May 4

May 5

May 10

May 11 

May 12

OONOLUSXQKS

HO. WORK1N3

4 man

4 man

J nan

9 nan

5 nan

6 men

6 nan 

6 nan

TOtKL 

AND RBCWt#mflJ

HOURS WORKED

12 bourt mob

112 bourt e*ob

12 bourt mob

12 bourt tftOb

12 bourt mob

12 bourt mob

12 bourt mob
1 
It tour* mob

NUMBER OF mn ATS WORKED 

KW

MO. 0." 'RH

5

6
6

6

IT* yt

Purfefftr diving optnaUoiit thould ba oarritd on along thi tbort 

of the lako and *,he Inland* io explore tha pottibility of further anomaiUa^ 

A drilline progaua i* prtttatly boing p}anntd io explore the anootUet al 

ready ditoo? erod *

This report it  uboitted retpeotfully on bobtlf of Ohrietia 

Lake Himt United*

Fttld Otolotitt- Chrietie 
Kinet LUdted*
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

REPORT ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETOMETER 

SURVEYS , CHRISTIE LAKE AREA

FOR

__________CHRISTIE LAKE MINES LIMITED-----   ^^.i. 

l, INTRODUCTION

At the request of Mr. R. Sypal, a reconnaissance electro- 

magnetic survey over a portion of Christie Lake and a limited land 

area adjacent to Christie Lake Station was undertaken early in June, 

1957. In addition two lines near the shore, each approximately 1000 

feet long, were surveyed with e Radar magnetometer with a scale 

constant of 27. 3 gamma s 7 s. d.

The area is located south of Highway No. 7 between Sharbot 

Lake and Perth, Ontario. 

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

a) Electromagnetic Survey

The results of this survey are shown on map No, E4390 at a 

 cale of l" . 200'.

The electromagnetic survey does not indicate the presence of 

massive sulphides under the area surveyed. The grid covered on land 

is essentially featureless, and that covered on the water has indicated 

only one area (Zone A) of poor conductivity. While the results suggest 

that Zone A represents poorly conductive stratified material such as 

clays, one hole may be warranted to establish the cause of the conductor*

030
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b) Magnetometer Survey

The results of this survey are shown on map No. M2095 at a 

scale of l" . 100'.

The limited amount of work prohibits definite conclusion*. One 

or two magnetic anomalies, approximately 3000 gammas above background, 

were established but both are of limited extent and art similar to the type 

of anomalies obtained elsewhere on the property in an earlier survey. 

3. CONCLUSIONS

1. The electromagnetic results on the land do not indicate the 

presence of heavy sulphides, and no further work in this area i* recom 

mended on the basis of the geophysical results.

2. One weakly conducting cone, under Christie Lake was outlined, 

and while the anomaly probably is due to surface effects such as wet clays, 

one hole could be drilled to test it, if geological condition* are otherwise 

favourable.

3. The magnetometer results on two lines indicate the presence 

of an anomaly of 3000 gammas with apparent limited extent that appears 

to be similar to those obtained earlier elsewhere on the property.

Anomalies of this type can be explained by local small magnetite

concentrations.

MCPHAIL GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

F. T. 
Geophysicist*

fi. G. Robinson, 
Geologist.

26. 1 QJS7
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

GENERAL NOTES ON THE McPHAR ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD

Electromagnetic measurementa are made in term* of "dip 

angles" and are recorded in degrees. The dip anglea measure the 

amount of diatortion of the primary (applied) electromagnetic field 

caused by secondary fields associated with currenia induced in sub 

surface electrical conductors. These angles are plotted in degrees 

on the accompanying maps either beneath or to the right of the station 

from which each observation was taken. Where a minua sign precedea 

a number, the angle of dip is to the west or aouthj the absence of m eign 

preceding a number indicates an easterly or northerly dip angle;

Transmitting coil locations are termed "aetupt "j each one being 

marked on the maps with a triangle and bearing i code number. Sever*! 

lines are traveraed with the receiving coil when the transmitting coil it 

at any one location; the readinga on these lines are related to the correa- 

ponding setup by the code at the end of each aeries of readinga.

"Conductor-axes" are marked on the maps According to the legend, 

they are, in general, vertical projections to the turf ace of the tipper 

extremities of electrically conductive bodies.

Electromagnetic anomalies can result from sulphide mineralisation, 

graphitic schists, carbonaceous sediments, and on occasion, fault xonea. 

Apropos of this it is to be noted that disseminated sulphide mineralisation 

conaiating entirely of diacrete particles is not a conductor at the normal 

frequencies used for practical geophysical exploration. Consequently|



c
exploration of a property subsequent to an electromagnetic survey 

should be based not only on the indicated electromagnetic anomalies, 

but should take into account all the geologic and physiographic data 

that can be obtained.



MCPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

CHRISTIE LAKE MINES LIMITED 

CHRISTIE LAKE. SOUTH SHERBROOKE TOWNSHIP. ONTARIO

SCALE - 1* - 100' 

CONTOUR INTERVAL 1000 GAMMAS

CHR* S TI E LAKE

DWG. M-2095
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CHRISTIE LAKE MINES LIMITED

jrt Accompanying a Geological Map of the Christie Lake Property 

l Sumaary

3 The Christie Lake property consists of 52 unpatented mining claims in 

South Sherbrooke Township, Southeastern Ontario, which ar^ readily accessible
li 1 ""'' 1

by both road and railway. During the spring of 1957* electromagnetic, magnetic, 

and radioactivity geophysical surveys were conducted; these showed several int 

eresting anomalies on; the southeast portion of the property.. However, 5000 feet 

of diamond drilling and a geological survey to a scale of 200 feet to the inch.

have Bailed to locate any mineralization of economic importance on that part of
t,
! the property. The remainder of the property is still to be inspected, and a weak
,nF :

electromagnetic anomaly and several small radioactivity anomalies detected at 

the bottom of Christie Lake have not yet been tested.
 it-

The general strike of the highly altered rocks in this region is to the 

: northeast. Little evidence is found of sexere folding or faulting of the type 

which induces ore deposition.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. The uranium values seem to occur only in the pegmatites,in this area. 

Many of these pegmatites show slight radioactivity, but none were found with

? sufficient grade and tonnage, and the uranium content of many of these is nog- 

f legible. Two of the radioactivity anomalies in Christie Lake are associated with
jr;.

weakly radioactive pegmatites; it is probable that all of the anomalies are 

caused by these rocks.
sS

2.. The magnetite showings are too small to be of economic interest, and 

the sulphides in the main magnetite zone are also too limited.

5.. Many of the magnetometer anomalies occur over areas of dioritic rock. 

" This rock contains small quantities of disseminated magnetite which could cause 

i these anomalous readings,
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4* A If possible, the unconsolidated material at the bottom of Christie 

Lake, where the electromagnetic anomaly occurs, should be tested for clay or

;0ulphide content. This may indicate the cause of the anomaly and thus save the 

expense of bringing in a diamond drill this winter.

5* The remainder of the claims should be prospected and frequent dip 

needle readings taken in the process* It was reported in the Geological Survey 

of Canada Paper 50-29 that a small iron pit lies in the northwest corner of

-the claim block.

l Introduction

The Christie Lake Mines Limited claim group is located at the north 

west end of Christie Lake, approximately 12 miles southwest of Perth, Ontario. 

The property consists of J2. contiguous unpatented mining claims which comprise

fill of Lots 16 to 19, inclusive, of Concessions III and IV, South Sherbrooke 

Township, Lanark County, Ontario. The claims are numbered EO- 2197J to EO- 22002, 

inclusive, and cover roughly 1600 acres.

The claim group is accessible by gravel road and railway, both of 

which run through the centre of the property. The road serves several farms,

.tourist resorts, and cottages around or near Christie Lake* The railway is the 

main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway from Ottawa to Belleville; there is

|ft siding on the property.

l'- A geological survey was run over the southeastern portion of theli'"'"
l claim group, encompassing claims EO - 21976, EO - 21978, EO - 21980, EO - 21982,

f EO - 21984, and EO - 21987 to EO - 21996, inclusive. This is a group of 15 claims, 

J fiiw of which are wholly covered rMy and two of which are partially covered by the 

'Z waters of ehristie Late. The survey was started on July 6thr 1957, and completed

If1 on August 8th,1957.l'*
l Purpose and Method of the Investigation

p The purpose of the survey was to determine the rock types and geolog 
ic
i| ical structures in the map area, to locate any mineral deposits of economic

f interest, and to try to find a geological reason for anomalies found in the geo-



surveys..

^A grid of picket lines had been cut in a direction south 40 degrees 

past, i.e. parallel to the surveyed lot lines of the township, the linea being 

500 feet apart. A systematic search for rock outcrops was then made along or near 

these picket lines. Any bedrock exposure found was identified and its location in
Si'"' '

relation to the grid ascertained by pace and compass methods. This information was 

^lotted on a map to a scale of 200 feet to the inch. Buildings, roads, railways, 

llaim posts, etc., were also plotted in the same way. A base nap was made by 

Bracing the lake and island shorelinejand the railway .;from an enlargement, to a

leale of 200 feet to the inch,, of an air photograph.

Reference was mad* to t ne geological Survey of Canada,. Paper 50 - 29, 

'the Perth Map Area", by J. Dugas; to the fifty-sixth annual report of the Ontario 

partment of Mines, Vol. LVI, Part VI, 19^7, "Geology of the Olden-Bedford Area", 

iy W.D. Harding; and to a report on thxe property by J.C. Honsberger, consulting 

ologist* Able assistance in the survey was given by Edgar Heath, of 84 Rosemount 

enue,. Toronto. 

eography

The topography of the area is typical of the Precambrian Shield of 

lorthern Ontario, being quite rugged but with low relttf - The elevation of Christie

is 509 f et above sea level. To the west of the inferred fault which runs 

iown the centre of the map area the terrain is relatively rough, with eletations 

ip to 700 feet above sea level and sudden rises and depressions. The eastern half 

if the map area is comparatively flat with a rolling topography.

Rock outcrops are quite abundant in the map area* Much of the bush 

Uis been cut over and underbrush is generally quite sparse*. About 15 per cent of

life aap area is covered by open fields and approximately five per cent by nuskeg
'i-

and swamp.
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Highly altered rocks of Precambrian age underlie South Sherbrooke 

Township. Younger Palaeozoic rocks once covered the region, but these have since 

b-oen eroded away* The Palaeozoics now outcrop to the east in the vicinity of 

Parth, Ontario*

There are two main divisions into which all the rocks in the area 

can be placed. These are the older Grenville sediments, and the intrusives* The 

sediments were laid down in Grenville time by a sea which covered all of south 

eastern Ontario* They were then uplifted into mountains, folded, intruded and 

generally metamorphosed, sometimes beyond recognition* The pure limestones were 

subjected to flowage and recrystallization. The impure limestones were altered 

to amphibolite s and the quartzite s to granitic paragneisses which for the most 

part are indistinguishable from the gneissic g rani ted in the area* The extreme 

metamorphism to which the rocks of the area have been subjected makes rock ident 

ification! extremely speculative. 

Lithology

Table of Formations

Cenozoic
Pleistocene and Recent

Precambrian
Younger Basic Intrusives

Granite and Gneiss Complex

Older Basic Intrusives 

Sediments (Grenville Series)

Overburden, residual soils

Lamprophyre dikes

Granite, granite gneiss, syenite, 
anorthosite, pegmatite, paragqeiss

Diorite, Quartz diorite

Crystalline limestone, amphibolite, 
quartz-hornblende gneiss

The Grenville limestones are believed to be the oldest rocks in the

map area* They were probably much more widespread than at present, but have since l" 

*! been through at least two periods of severe deformation* The light green, medium
|; : -
f grained silicious limestone found on Watch Island, Long Island, and the unnamed
 |

island in Christie Lake exhibits flow lines which strike approximately north 60 

t degfees east. The limestone which outcrops on the mainland at the south end of



lines ^Avi, 56W, and 59YJ is white, coarse grained and crystalline, and exhibits 

no primary or secondary structures. Both types contain disseminated flakes of 

graphite and phlogopite. At the contact of the limestone with igneous intrusives, 

a dark fine grained micaceous altered amphibolite often- occurs. This rock might 

quite possibly have been formed by the metamorphism of an argillaceous limestone.

To the west of South Sherbrooke Township quartzite* and greywackes 

of the Grenville series are recognized. Proceeding west towards the map area, 

the alteration and granitization of these sediments becomes more pronounced. 

Accordingly, the origin of many of the rocks here classified as granite gneisses 

is quite uncertain. Some relics of bedding were found in the quartz-hornblende 

gneiss and hence this rock type is here included in the grenville series. The 

quarts-hornblende gneiss contains alternating bands of white ,granular quartzj 

and hornblende - mica - quartz. Sradational contacts into pink granite gneiss 

were found.

Diorite and quartz diorite outcrops are plentiful and widespread 

over the map area* There is a differentiation from pyroxenites to quartz diorites 

in the map area, although typical gabbroic texture is not common, the diorites 

are coarse grained with 4o to 70 per cent mafic minerals, and sometimes ekhibit 

a foliation due probably to igneous flowage.. There is often a significant amount 

of magnetite among the dark minerals in these rocks.

The granite and gneiss complex underlies about 80 per cent of the 

map area. It may be subdivided into igneous granites, granitio material which 

nay be of igneous or sedimentary origin, red alkali syenites, anorthosites, and 

pegmatites. Igneous granites and the granitic gneisses have all been mapped as 

one unit, due to the extreme difficulty of separating gneisses of sedimentary 

origin from igneous gneisses, both of which are presumably present. As mentioned 

before , much of the rock here mapped asB granite gneiss may be really granitized 

sediments of the Grenville series.
*

The rock classified as red alkali syenites quite ext'ensive in the 

northeastern corner of the map area. There is little or no quartz in this

f.



medium grained roc&which seems to be mainly albite or microcline feldspar and a 

dart mine ffi., probably hornblende. The reddish tinge is supplied by an unidentified 

soft red mineral with a resinous lustre. Some corundum is present in a few of the 

exposures examined.

Anorthosite, or white alkali syenite, is found in one band near the north 

east corner of the map area* It appears to grade from the red alkali syenite on one 

Bid*'to gneissic granite on the other. This is^white crystalline rock composed pre 

dominantly of what appears to be albite plagioclase* Small amounts of corundum and 

nepheline may be present to give the rock a bluish tinge*

Pegmatite dikes are common in the map area. They vary from six inches to 

,0ix feet in width, are either granitic or syenitic, and have a general strike of

about north ten degrees east, although some strike more easterly* The pink feldspar 

content is often high, and crystals up to two inches long are not unusual* Radio-

aetivijty in the dikes is inconsistent, although the average count is approximately 

twice the background count. A highly radioactive showing in the railway cut near the 

south.end of line 24W occurs where tremolite is conspicuous in the pegmatite dike.

Small lamprophyre or "greenstone " dikes are the youngest consolidated 

rooks found in the map area. They vary from one quarter of an inch to two inches 

in i width and are oriented in all direetions. 

geologic Structure 

' The regional strike of the formations in this area is to the northeast*
it

r In the map area the general strike seems to be northeast to east, although in the 

- northtrfst corner the strike is south of east* Dips are steep, as would be expected

in such an area of highly altered rocks*. This orientation of the formations suggests 

l a direction of deforming forces of about north JO degrees west*
j;

The inferred fault shown running up ^he OKJI centre of the map is indic 

ated by the distinct change in topography across the structure* This change is esp- 

I ecially apparent on air photographs and may be traced over three miles to the north

i by this method* The only direct evidenae of shearing found in: the nap area is some

slickensides found near the south end of line



i Pre/yjous Work
it.' ^*^
  ^ A Around the 1870's magnetite had been extracted from pits on the shore 

of Ohrietie Lake, near th* south end of line 5JW. The largest pit was driven 60 feet 

from tthe shore of Christie Lake with a width of 20 feet and an average depth of 12 

feet* It has been estimated that 1,500 to 2,000 tons of ore were removed from this 

excavation* Two other smaller pits were located nearby but there is relatively little 

Magnetite showing in these. At the magnetite - sulphide showing on line j4W there are

l scan old trenches..

During the spring of 1957 several showings of uranium were found on the 

property. Two showings were located on the mainland near the south end of line 24tf,

! and seven others were found on the bottom of Christie Lake* These last seven were 

spotted during a lake bottom geiger counter survey, using an aqualung and diving suit, 

and a geiger counter tube encased in a rubber probe, which in turn was attached W by
.if,,.

f a waterproof cable to an EA - 191 geiger counter in a boat at the surface*

A 5000 foot diamond drill contract was subsequently let to Dominion 

Soil Investigations Ltd., who started drilling on the property on April 28th, 1957, 

and completed the program on September 7th, 1957* A combined magnetometer and electro 

magnetic geophysical survey was carried out on the map area by Dr* Q.W. Sander, after 

cutting and chaining a grid of picket lines*

A bulldozer and a compressor-driven rock drill were employed in July, 

1957r to remove the overburden from around the magnetite - sulphide showing*

During the geological survey readings were taken on a scintillometer at 

100 foot intervals along the picket lines. 

Economic Considerations

The main radioactive zone occurs in a railway rock-cut near the south 

end of line 24W* It consists of a pegmatite with alteration minerals such as tremolite 

and tourmaline* This zone was not cut in any of the five holes which were drilled in 

its vicinity, and is thus assumed to be a pocket of very limited extent* Diamond 

drill hole probe tests using an EA - 191 geiger counter were run on all! o f the drill 

holes* These tests picked up several zones of radioactivity, almost all of which 

seemed to correspond to pegmatites in the core, and assays of which show uranium as



B, 
only traces or not detected afj, all* Such zones were found in almost all of the holes,

4|eoiaUft hole G which was drilled underneath the lake, and holes J, K, L, M, and N 

which were drilled near the magnetite - sulphide showing. Holes M and N showed radio 

activity in the co*e as well as in the probe test of the holes - however uranium was 

not detected in assays of these zones.

The radioactive showings in the lake are of the same magnitude as the 

ones above, which were found in the probe tests of the holes. At two of the lake show 

ings pegmatites have been found in the very near vicinity and are probably the cause 

of the radioactivity found there.. Uranium is not detected in assays of either of these 

pegmatites. It is probable that all of the lake radioactive showings are pegmatites 

and are therefore virtually worthless.

There are many other pegmatite dikes found on the mainland which exhibit 

about the same amount of radioactivity as the one at Mr. J. Patterson 1 s barn. This 

pegmatite dike was blasted into and sampled, but uranium was not detected in the assay.

A magnetic anomaly and a weak electro-magnetic anomaly occurs in the 

vicinity of the magnetite - sulphide showing. Diamond drill holes H, I, and O were 

drilled to test this zone and stripping of the overburden by bulldozer and rock drill 

was carried out. This zone appears to be a flat - lying lens formed at the contact 

between limestone and diorite. It has a maximum width of five feet and a very limited 

extent, as it lies near the top of a hill. Copper, cobalt, nickel, zinc, gold and 

silver have all been found here in limited quantities which are too low to be of econ- 

cai c interest.

The magnetometer survey turned up several anomalies, the majority of 

which were caused by the magnetite in some of the dioritic rocks in the map area.

Anomalies were also centered over the magnetite pits and especially in the vicinity 

of a foot wide magnetite vein north of the base line at lines JW and 6W. Two holes 

were drilled on this anomaly, one from either side at JO degrees inclination. A wide 

band of magnetic diorite seemed to be the cause of the anomaly.

A weak electromagnetic anomaly was found in the lake about 400 feet 

off shore. A cfceck electromagnetic survey by McPhar Geophysics Limited confirmed this 

anomaly. Unfortunately, as both geophysical companies pointed out, there is a strong



Possibility that this anomaly waa caused by wet, current-conducting clays deposited 

by tl^Tay River, whose mouth is half a mile to the west.

Disseminated sulphides in the diorite in holes 1^, and O were assayed and 

tre much too low to be of economic interest. 

i e aa s agent Work Claimed for Geological Survey

Field Work

Two men for 18 days (56 x 4) 

Drafting T Tracing and Colouring Map

One man for 8 days 

Writing Report

One man for 5 days 

Typing

One man for 2 days

(8x4)

(5x4)

(2 x 4)

Total number of man days claiaed

Respectfully subaitted,

Man Days 

144

12

8

David V. Williams 
Field Geologist 
Christie Lake Mines Limited
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